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Abstract
The variable displacement vane pump is part of the engine lubrication system, and is subjected to strict oil
flow requirements, wide range of temperatures and different aerations levels. In this context, the target of
the designer consists in the development and implementation of energy efficient devices able to ensure the
necessary NVH targets. In this work it has been developed a strategy to improve the pump’s tonal noise.
This has been achieved introducing a specific vane spacing in the pump core. That was a great challenge
due to high oil pressure pulsations, created by this device design, which are the main excitation energy
within the lubricating system. First was developed a numerical model of the system, accounting for aeration,
engine permeability and oil dynamics. Then different rotor designs have been studied with the focus of NVH
performance and tonal prominences. For validation purposes, numerical and experimental results will be
compared, in order to evaluate the best vane spacing logic among the prototypes.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, the environmental impact generated by vehicles and their NVH performance are one of the major
design criteria, when developing a new vehicle. The scope of this work is the numerical and experimental
analysis of the pressure ripples inside the vane pump with the aim to provide a design method for minimizing
the tonal noise. Experimental data was collected in order to support the model calibration and to validate
simulation results. This reliable model was in fact used to implement different changes in the pump core. The
variable displacement vane pump regulates the oil flow according to the engine request [1]. This provides
a significant reduction of power absorption but an increase in term of noise, reason for which the acoustic
research has recently become necessary. In this work the noise emission problem related to the pump pressure
pulsation is studied through the prominence criteria which is described in the standard ECMA-74 [4]. A
design solution based on an asymmetric rotor will be proposed with the target of altering the noise spectrum
of the pump, achieving an optimization of the noise generation. From this assumption, experimental and
numerical activities have been done. In the design phase the pressure traces were analysed and in the testing
procedure all pressures, vibrations and noise data have been collected. A dedicated testing procedure was
adopted during the experimental phase. As showed in the figure 1 the need to measure the pressure inside
the pump core was met with the use of a piezoelectric transducer in the delivery kidney. Moreover when the
different proposed solutions were tested, an additional accelerometer on the pump cover and a microphone
were added. In figure 2 is reported an example of pressure time history at the delivery kidney, collected
during the test. This typical behaviour can be explained by following the chamber during its rotation in the
pump core. A chamber volume at the inlet of the vane pump is mostly filled with oil and a certain amount
of trapped air. When connecting to the delivery channel, the volume encounters an higher pressure domain
which leads to a sudden compression of air bubbles. At this stage, all the air initially present is converted into
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molecules dispersed in oil and a pressure peak is generated. Eventually this pressure wave will propagate in
the hydraulic system and structures. The described process occurs every time a chamber is connected to the
outlet, giving rise to a pulsed phenomena as a whole.

Figure 1: Vane pump’s circuit and position of the pressure tranducer inside the pump’s core

Figure 2: Typical pressure oscillations collected inside the pump core

2 Model regulation

The Amesim software is capable of model gas transport and dynamics inside the oil. The adopted 1D
numerical model was initially regulated through the experimental test. The most important parameters for
the model validations were the dissolution time constant (τd), saturation pressure (Psat) , and the undissolved
gas mass fraction (Xu) , the terms which leads the pressure oil’s pressure oscillation inside the pump core.
For regulating these variables it was essential to monitor the aeration level inside the oil of the circuit. The
sensor used in our test can directly measure the Xu and its correlated volumetric one (V%undissolved) at
the ambient pressure. Then for set the correct value of Psat it was necessary to use the well known Henry-
Dalton-law that is showed in figure 3. This law defines the volumetric air content that can be dissolved in
the oil at difference reference pressure. The slope of this relation is given by the Bunsen coefficient (B).
This term is different for every bi-phase fluid, and the available literatures [5], [6] state that for the oil-air
combination, can be approximated around 9 [ vol.%/bar] which means that the dissolved air fraction at the
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reference pressure (V%dissolved) is 9%. So knowing that the saturation pressure is the threshold value by
which all the air is dissolved inside the oil, it can be easily obtained through the following equation 1:

Psat =
V%undissolved + V%dissolved

B
(1)

Then a reasonable value of τd was settled trying to match the experimental pressure amplitude oscillations at
different working speeds.

Figure 3: Henry-Dalton diagram

In figure 4 is shown a schematic representation of the adopted model. From the hydraulic model, in output
it can be obtained the pump flow rate at different engine permeability and also the pressure profile inside
each single chamber. The theoretical model at the base of the hydraulic one, takes in consideration all the
interested bi-phase fluid dynamic parts and the pump functioning. As it is represented in the following figures
is interesting to notice that the model in consideration is able to reproduce the magnitude of the amplitude
of the oscillations on the pump’s core itself in the time domain. That is well reflected also looking at the
results in the PSD as are represented in figure 5 and 6. It is clear that the model is reliable in reproducing
the pump’s order magnitude and trend, which are the main frequencies components that are equally spaced
in the frequency domain. In our case the pump has seven chambers and so the pump’s orders are multiples
of the 7x revolution. For this reason it was decided to use the considered model to study the changes inside
the pump’s core, changing the angular chamber’s amplitude in order to break these strong pump’s orders.

3 NVH Improvements

From the frequency analysis is noticeable that in the pump core are present clear and discrete tones. These
pulsations excite the pump structure, in particular the cover, which can act as resonance box. This last,
vibrating, generates noise that is perceived by the human hear, as amplified or decreased dependently on the
oscillation frequency. From this analysis, we can distinguish three different main blocks (see figure 7). In
the following section it developed a design method for reducing the source of the audible prominent tones,
so the excitation input. The main idea is to change the chamber dimension for spreading the energy of the
multiples of the pump’s order over other frequencies to decrease the maximum excitation at each interested
bandwidth and the tones audibility. In the design phase the prominence criteria was applied directly on the
pressure trace data. In this way, looking directly at the pressures obtained by the regulated model, we can
have reasonable fast and reliable results on what happens changing the angular amplitude of the chambers.
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Figure 4: scheme of the adopted model

Figure 5: Numerical and experimental pressure trace comparison in the time domain

3.1 Identification and evaluation of prominent tones

An important parameter for the noise improvement of the pump over the total sound emission is the tonal
prominence evaluation. In fact, even a low amplitude tone can be very irritating. A tone is typically a single
frequency that is audible by the human hear [2]. Using a traditional measure of sound like a decibel is not
enough to characterize tones. Instead the metric of Prominence Ratio can be used to quantify the presence
of distinctly tones in a signal. Rather than using the absolute level of the tone, these metrics look at the level
of the tone relative to the background sound level to determine how prominent, or noticeable, the tone is to a
listener [2]. Even if a single frequency is visible in a sound spectrum, it does not mean that it can be heard as
distinct tone. If the tone is not high enough relative to the background, it will not be perceived by the listener
as represented in figure 8. Referring to the standard ECMA-74 [4], the prominence ratio method can provide
to readily automated to handle multiple tones within the same critical band [4]. This method is suitable to our
application because knowing that the main core pump excitations are all multiples to the pumps order and
so dependent to the rotation speed, some tones may fall in the same critical region. For this standard, when
using the prominence ratio method, a discrete tone is classified as prominent if the difference between the
level of the critical band centred on the tone and the average level of the adjacent critical bands is equal to or
greater than 9 dB for tone frequencies of 1000 Hz and higher [4], and by a greater amount for tones at lower
frequencies. The width of a critical band is a function of frequency . Critical bands are used to quantify the
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Figure 6: Numerical and experimental pressure trace comparison in the frequency domain

Figure 7: Main system blocks

ability of the human ear to distinguish between individual frequency tones. The human ear can hear from
20 to 20,000 Hz, but the ability to distinguish individual tones varies as a function of frequency. At low
frequencies, the human ear can distinguish changes in frequency more easily than at high frequencies. For
example, the ear can distinguish a 20 Hz difference between 500 and 520 Hz tones more readily than a 5000
and 5020 Hz tones [3]. As a result, the ear tends to have hearing bands. These bands increase in bandwidth
from low to high frequency as shown in figure 9. In figure 10 is reported the prominence evaluation of the
even vane pump on the sound data collected from a ramp up speed test. Here is noticeable that are present
strong prominent tones, especially the first four pump’s orders.

Figure 8: Examples of audible and not audible tone
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Figure 9: Bandwidth of critical band

Figure 10: Example of prominence evaluation from a microphone data collection during a speed ramp up
test

3.2 Best vane lag

As previously mentioned, an efficient tool to spread the energy far from the main peaks, reducing in this way
the prominence and the maximum excitation in each interested frequency band, is the vane displacement
with respect to the original position. The vane displacement is aimed to the variation of the chamber angular
amplitude, in this way the compression and decompression phase are changed causing the resulting delivery
pressure pulsation to be no more constant in time. In the frequency domain, the vane displacements, have the
effect to move energy content to other frequencies. During our work, many configurations were simulated,
but in this thesis are reported only two logics that have accounted better results through batch simulations.
These two logics are called ”square” and ”alternated”. They take their names by the disposition of the
chamber amplitude variation around the rotor. In figure 11 the dispositions of the chambers are visible in
terms of amplitude variation. It has to be noted that the chamber number one is standard, so its angular
amplitude is not changed. The other six chambers change their amplitude according to the logic adopted
and respecting the constraint that the superposition of all chambers amplitude must be equal to 360 degree.
Another constraint is that the maximum chamber’s angular variation that is strongly dependent on the pump’s
geometry. In fact, if too big, the pre- compression phase became too inefficient, causing undesired pressure
drop and back flow rate. Instead, if too little, the pre-compression phase can be too efficient and cause, in
certain working condition, undesired pressure peaks, decreasing in this way the pump’s sound performance
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and fatigue life. For studying the logics effect, it was performed a batch process, where each test was
conducted with an increased chamber amplitude variation, until the limit condition was reached (five degree
in our case). For respecting the constraint of a totality of 360 degree, summing all chamber’s amplitudes,
the six chambers were paired in two group of three. The members of both group have the same angular
variation in module, but are opposite in sign. Doing in this way, the constraint over the totality of the
chamber amplitude is easily satisfied. In our batch analysis we have seen that ,for both alternated and square
logic, the best results in terms of prominence evaluation are obtained at the maximum allowable chamber’s
angle variation performed ( in order to not encounter the problem discussed above). In figure 12 is reported
a zoom in the PSD spectrum in which are compared the alternated logic and the even spaced vane one.
Here the prominence bands are also reported and centred in the pump order under analysis (red rectangle)
. According to the standard ECMA 74 are also reported the bands in which fall the tones that contribute to
the order masking (green rectangles). As it can be seen from figure 12 the alternated logic is able to shift
the pump’s order energy greatly inside the masking bands. So it can be said that this logic can provide an
effective prominence reduction. In figure 13 is repeated the previous analysis but with the square logic. It
can be seen that in this case the energy shift is nearer to the pump order but the energy related to this last is
sensibly reduced. So it can be said that both logics can provide an effective prominence reduction acting in
a different way on the energy spreading.

Figure 11: Developed logics

Figure 12: Zoom comparison in the PSD spectrum between the Alternated solution and the base one with
the prominence band centred in the pump order
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Figure 13: Zoom comparison in the PSD spectrum between the Square solution and the base one with the
prominence band centred in the pump order

4 Experimental results

In order to validate the logics previously discussed it was performed an experimental campaign by which
delivery pressure, cover acceleration and sound pressure were collected simultaneously by the respective
transducer (see figure 14). With the sake of simplicity here are discussed only the data acquired with the
microphone as reported by figure 15. Here, with the aim to have a wide vision on the obtained results, are
reported the results from the speed ramp up test of the sound data already processed under the prominence
criteria. In particular, in the figure under consideration, are reported the six spectrograms divided in three
columns (even spaced case, square logic, alternated logic) From each column we can identify two types of
spectrogram:

• An upper one with reported the absolute level of prominence.

• A lower one with marked only the areas with the tones over the prominence limit.

Looking to these results (see figure 15), it is clear that the two developed logics can provides huge improve-
ments with respect the even case. The main difference between the alternated and the square logic it can be
seen analysing the spectrogram where are marked only the tones over the prominence limit. Looking at the
previous spectrogram (figure 15) it can be noted that the 1st pump’s order is the hardest to hide, especially at
high frequencies. In particular it became prominent at frequencies dependently on the chosen masking logic.
For better understanding the differences regarded to the masking capability of the 1st pump’s order between
the logics adopted, figures 16, 17 were reported: they describe the distance between the logics orders respect
to the pump’s one and the width of the tone and noise bands defined by the standard and centred in the 1st

pump’s order. Looking at figure 16 it can be noted that the higher orders developed by the alternated logic
(black lines) start to go out from the noise bands for engine speeds over the 3000 rpm. That means that the
alternated logic is not more effective to hide the 1st pump’s order. In other hands, seeing figure 17 we have
an opposite trend, so the square logics became more effective in hiding the 1st pump’s order at speeds higher
than 3000 rpm.
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Figure 14: Experimental set up

Figure 15: Experimental spectrograms of the prominence evaluation obtained by the collection of accelera-
tion pressure and sound data from the rump up test
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Figure 16: Scheme of the trend of alternated pumps orders with respect to the tone and noise bands defined
by the standard with increasing frequency

Figure 17: Scheme of the trend of square, pumps orders with respect to the tone and noise bands defined by
the standard with increasing frequency
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5 Conclusions

In this work, starting from the analysis of a vane pump, it was studied the role of aeration in the pressure
peaks generation. In particular, several numerical simulations were performed in order to find a correlation
between aeration parameters and pressure pulsations at pump delivery kidney obtained from the experimental
tests. Then it was described the concept of the ear bandwidth which is recalled in the standard ECMA 74 that
define the tone prominence criteria. This criteria was used to design and select an efficient modification of the
pump rotor. Each specific pattern of uneven vane spacing was numerically evaluated in terms of its capacity
to spread the energy among the frequency spectrum. From these simulations were selected and reported here
only the logics with the best results, so the alternated and squared ones. The best logics chosen previously
were physically realised and tested. It was verified with success that the induced harmonic components
spread presents the same shape of the one predicted numerically. From the obtained experimental results is it
clear that the alternated logic is better at medium velocities and the square one at high. At low velocities the
pressure pulsations are too low and pump harmonic orders too near to each other that no tonal prominence is
noticed. It can be concluded that there is not a best logic for all speed, but the logic choice depends on which
is the critical pump’s speed and so where there are the major noises problems. Moreover, the critical pump’s
speed depends also on the environment noise. In fact, the tone prominence is dependent on the level of the
masking noise. In the real application the major contribution to the masking noise is given by the engine
sound. Therefore, for a correct choice of the best solution, additional data on the environment noise must be
collected.
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